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CONVENE & CONNECT 
 

Convening is the art of bringing the community (of practice) and relevant 

stakeholders together to connect members and engage them in meaningful 

conversations. The diversity of a community and a risk-free and inclusive 

environment help develop conversations and engage members. 

 

Start small, create the conducive environment to convene and network people. 

 

Proper community management to ensure diversity of views, prioritize equity for access to 

opportunities and resource and where everyone feels they belong and can actively participate. 

 

Diversified, equity and inclusiveness environment where there is diverse representation, fairness 

and everyone feel valued and heard. 

 

Activities oriented to developing the practice – Hot Topic Conversations 

 

Hot Topic Conversations 
Well-functioning communities have lively discussions of all sorts of topics relevant to their 
domain, the definition of a key concept or term, the implications of a policy, the usefulness of a 
new tool, the significance of a new research finding. Domains are not static. Topics come and go 
(and come back), new issues emerge, new policies are created. When the community discusses 
such topics, members develop their understanding of their domain and the context in which 
their practice operates. 
 

 

 

Hot topic conversations are a chance to hear a variety of opinions on a topic of shared interest. 
The point of collective sense-making efforts is not about achieving consensus. On the contrary, 
members of healthy communities have a diversity of opinions on various topics of importance to 
the domain. Exploring these opinions with or without resolution will raise the level of awareness 
of the domain for everyone. 
 

 

 

Most of these conversations require minimum structure. The most important is to ensure that 
specific voices are not ignored or silenced, inadvertently or intentionally. 
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You also need to look out for soap boxes. Some communities become hostage to people with 
strong opinions or who tend to bring up the same gripes. These types of rants distract from a 
focus on practice and turn members off. Cutting the debate may be necessary. And focusing on 
issues of practice with concrete stories can give the conversation a more productive turn. 

 
Variations 
Rapid fire. Some communities invite members to select a topic and they are given 5–10 minutes 
to introduce the topic and engage the group. This rhythm can be energizing and give everyone 
who cares to a chance to introduce a topic. This technique can also be a good way to promote a 
series of communities to potential new members, perhaps at an organization-wide event.  
 
 
Use Case: 
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